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This paper discusses the use of the computer vision in the interpretation of human gestures. Hand gestures would be an intuitive
and ideal way of exchanging information with other people in a virtual space, guiding some robots to perform certain tasks in a
hostile environment, or interacting with computers. Hand gestures can be divided into two main categories: static gestures and
dynamic gestures. In this paper, a novel dynamic hand gesture recognition technique is proposed. It is based on the 2D skeleton
representation of the hand. For each gesture, the hand skeletons of each posture are superposed providing a single image which
is the dynamic signature of the gesture. The recognition is performed by comparing this signature with the ones from a gesture
alphabet, using Baddeley’s distance as a measure of dissimilarities between model parameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of the dynamic hand gesture recognition technique
proposed in this paper is to oﬀer a method of guiding robots
from a distance using hand gestures. It is obvious that we
can use the hand gesture recognition techniques to control
a computer or a hi-fi device, as well. In order to command
a robot, we have to “send” some information to it, some-
how. This information will be “encapsulated” in the hand
gesture. Our task is to translate the information into a com-
mand which can be sent to the robot.
To perform the hand gesture recognition, we have to cre-
ate a model of the gestures and to use it to do the recognition
task.
1.1. Hand gesturemodeling
From the initial intention to the final performance, a ges-
ture follows a characteristic motion pattern in space and time
[1]. Kendon distinguishes three motion phases that a single
gesture is made of: preparation, stroke, and retraction [2].
The properties of this pattern are universal and permanent,
and can, therefore, be used to describe any particular gesture.
The following question arises: “Is every hand movement a
gesture?” The answer is given by Quek who developed a set
of rules for the distinction of real gestures from other hand
movements [3].
(1) Gestures are contained in movements that start with a
slow initial move from the rest position, continue with
a phase with substantially increased speed (the stroke),
and end by returning to the rest position.
(2) The hand assumes a particular configuration during
the stroke.
(3) Slow motions between resting positions are not ges-
tures.
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(4) Hand gestures should be constrained within a certain
volume space.
(5) Static hand gestures require a finite period of time to
be recognized.
(6) Repetitive movements can be gestures.
From the rules above, one can infer that hand gestures could
be classified as static hand gestures (characterized by the hand
posture which is determined by a particular finger-thumb-
palm configuration) and dynamic hand gestures (character-
ized by the initial and final stroke hand configuration and
the general stroke motion) [1].
1.2. Hand gesture analysis
There are three main approaches in the hand gesture analy-
sis: glove-based analysis, vision-based analysis, and analysis of
drawing gestures [1].
Vision-based analysis of hand gestures is probably the
most natural way of constructing a human-computer gesture
interface. Yet it is also the most diﬃcult one to implement in
a satisfactory manner because of the limitations in machine
vision today. The vision-based analysis is performed by us-
ing one or more cameras. The visual information about a
person in some visual environment is acquired and the nec-
essary gesture is extracted. However, there are some diﬃ-
cult problems: the segmentation of the moving hand from
a sometimes complex environment, the analysis of hand mo-
tions, the tracking of hand positions relative to the environ-
ment, and finally the recognition of hand postures. To facil-
itate these operations, some use markers, marked gloves, or
restrictive setups: uniform background, very limited gesture
vocabulary, or just a simple posture analysis.
The work related in this paper is a part of the vision-
based analysis techniques. The most common visual-based
hand gesture recognition techniques are 3D handmodel anal-
ysis, analysis using markers and marked gloves, and image-
property-based analysis [1]. The technique proposed here
uses the properties of the images in order to perform the ges-
ture recognition.
1.3. A classification of hand gesture recognition
techniques
There is a growing literature on hand gesture recognition.
An overview has been proposed by Pavlovic et al. in [1]. The
process of hand gesture recognition can be divided into two
main tasks as follows. Feature extraction where low-level in-
formation from the raw data is analyzed to produce higher-
level semantic information. Once the features are collected,
the second phase of hand gesture recognition is the classifi-
cation when the data collected will be used to detect a hand
gesture.
The features are built on distance, velocity and acceler-
ation information, energy measurements, or angle informa-
tion and are based on techniques such as active shapemodels,
principal component analysis, linear fingertip models, and
spatiotemporal vector analysis [4, 5, 6].
As classification techniques, we can mention the tem-
plate-based approach, statistical methods (hidden Markov
model [7, 8]), and miscellaneous algorithms (neural net-
works [7, 9], causal analysis). In general, a template-based
approach creates data records for each posture and gesture in
the set and uses them to classify new postures and gestures.
There are several types of template-based classificationmeth-
ods: conventional template matching, instance-based learning
[10], the linguistic approach [11], and appearance-based mo-
tion analysis [12].
Conventional template matching, which is generally the
simplest way, is performed in two steps. In the first part, the
templates are created by collecting data values for each pos-
ture in the posture set; generally each posture is performed
a number of times and the average of the raw data for each
sensor (camera, glove) is taken and stored as the template.
The second part consists in comparing the current sensor
readings with the given set of templates to find the posture
template most closely matching the current data record. The
dynamic gesture recognition technique proposed in this pa-
per uses as classification method the conventional template
matching approach.
2. GENERAL PRESENTATION OF THE
PROPOSED APPROACH
In this paper, a new dynamic hand gesture recognition tech-
nique is proposed. Our algorithm is a vision-based algo-
rithm. Images of hand gestures are captured with a single
digital video camera and then processed by a computer. The
images are 2D grey-level images. To simplify the hand seg-
mentation, a restrictive context is used:
(i) the hand gestures are performed against an approxi-
mately uniform background,
(ii) the distance between the camera and the hand is nearly
constant and the gesture is performed in an a priori
known region of the space,
(iii) the gesture alphabet is a priori known.
This does not aﬀect the generality of the recognition process.
In order to preserve the generality of the method, nomarkers
or special gloves are used.
Because of the eﬃciency in terms of computation time,
the simple feature extraction techniques are used for the ex-
traction of the gesture features. Dealing directly with pixel
intensities is less time-consuming than training some neu-
ral networks or extracting the statistics from the gesture. The
features extracted in this manner represent the physical and
spatial properties of the gesture. Based on that, computing a
certain distance between these features is the fastest way to
compare them.
Also the classification step requires a very minimal train-
ing stage consisting in a set of examples for each gesture. As
classification method, the conventional template matching
will be used. All these considerations lead to fast and eﬃcient
hand recognition techniques.
The hand gestures can be divided into static hand ges-
tures, which are represented by a single image of the hand,
and dynamic hand gestures which are represented by a se-
quence of images, each one corresponding to a hand posture
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Figure 1: Gesture recognition process.
within the gesture (hand movement). The recognition of a
gesture is performed using the fusion of a static and a dy-
namic recognition technique. The static recognition is used
to detect the start and end positions of the hand during the
gesture (denoted as start and stop images or start and end sig-
natures, in the following). The dynamic recognition is only
performed between the start and stop images.
The gesture frames are sequentially given by the digital
camera and processed.When a beginning gesture signature is
recognized, the dynamic signature is computed as the frames
arrive. If the end signature is recognized, the recognition pro-
cess is ended, else the recognition process will stop after kmax
acquisitions. Typically kmax = 50, which corresponds to the
maximum duration of the gesture. Static gestures can be rec-
ognized if the start and the end static signatures are the same
and the dynamic signature does not present any hand skele-
ton movements. In order to prove the eﬃciency of the pro-
posed dynamic gesture recognition algorithm, only dynamic
gestures were used in our tests. The diagram of the dynamic
gesture recognition system is presented in Figure 1.
As such, the general process of the proposed method is
composed of four main parts.
(i) A preprocessing step to focus on the gesture.
(ii) A feature extraction step where two techniques are
used.
(1) The first one, dedicated to static recognition, uses
histograms of local orientations in the gesture image
(by computing the local gradient on the image).
It is based on an algorithm proposed by Freeman
and Roth [13]. The orientation histogram will act
as the feature set of the gesture.
(2) The second one, used for dynamic gesture recog-
















Figure 2: The gesture recognition process diagram.
defined using a new original method which gives
a compact and eﬃcient representation of the ges-
ture. The dynamic signature is a binary image
which represents the superposition of all the skele-
tons of the hand region for all images (hand pos-
tures) within the gesture image sequence. It reflects
the motion information of the gesture and also the
hand spatial configuration during the gesture mo-
tion. Using the proposed dynamic signature, the
gesture can be segmented into its constitutive steps
such as the preparation and the stroke [3]. Each
gesture will be represented by a particular dynamic
signature.
(iii) A training step. In order to perform the gesture classifi-
cation, the gesture alphabet has to be known. A train-
ing stage is required. Using a set of samples for each
gesture, a training set of data is generated for both
the static and the dynamic recognition. Using diﬀerent
representations in space of the same gesture gives in-
variance to small translations and rotations. The influ-
ence of the size of this set will be studied in Section 5.3.
(iv) A classification step. The unknown gesture features will
be compared with the features stored in the training
data. The best match will lead to the recognition of the
unknown gesture.
The gesture recognition process diagram is illustrated in
Figure 2. The hand region obtained after the preprocessing
stage will be used as the primary input data for the feature
extraction step of the gesture recognition algorithm.
3. IMAGE PREPROCESSING FOR FEATURE
EXTRACTION
In order to extract the features needed for the classification
step of the gesture recognition process, we have to prepro-
cess the images given by the digital camera. The main goal
is to isolate and enhance the hand region. The preprocess-
ing chain consists of the following operations: binary image
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Figure 3: Hand region extraction: (a) original grey-level image, (b)
binary image after histogram segmentation, (c) binary image after
morphological enhancement and hole filling, and (d) hand region.
computation, binary image enhancement, and hand region ex-
traction. The background is considered almost uniform and
darker than the hand region. This restriction is used to fo-
cus our attention on the performance of dynamic hand ges-
ture recognition. The enhancement operation is done by ap-
plying morphological operations (opening, closing, and hole
filling). The detection of the biggest convex region of white
pixels in the binary image can also be used as a hand presence
detector. The results can be seen in Figure 3.
4. STATIC HANDGESTURE RECOGNITION
A static hand gesture is represented by a single grey-level im-
age consisting of a particular finger-palm-thumb hand con-
figuration. The static hand gesture recognition is performed
by using the local orientation histograms.
4.1. Local orientation histograms
Computing the local orientation histogram is a simple and
fast technique which can easily run in real time on a work-
station. It is also robust in the case of illumination changes in
the input images. The technique used is based on a method
proposed by Freeman and Roth [13].
The orientation histograms are used as features for the
gestures. For each gesture image, the binary image will be
computed and preprocessed as shown in Section 3 in order
to obtain the hand region. Based on that, the original pixel
intensities are retrieved from the initial image. The result is
a grey-level image which contains the hand posture against a
black background (the original background is erased).
The local orientation histograms are based on local pixel
orientations which are described by directions of the local
gradients. The gradient amplitudes and orientations are ob-
tained using the Sobel operator only for the pixels within the
hand region.
In order to take into account only the pixels with a sig-
nificant local variation, the pixels with a gradient amplitude




































Figure 4: Orientation histograms of sequence “GET” ((a) start of
the gesture; (b) end of the gesture).
smaller than the mean gradient amplitude multiplied by a
coeﬃcient (the optimal experimental value is 1.5) are elim-
inated. The orientation histogram is computed as a statistic











where i is the angle in degrees (from 0 to 359 degrees),
fgrad orient is the matrix of the gradient orientations, M ×N
is the image dimension and δ(x) is set to 1 if x = 0 and set to
0 otherwise.
The idea of using the orientation histogram is that each
gesture has a particular orientation histogram, and it can be
used to distinguish between diﬀerent start or stop images of
the dynamic gestures (start and end signatures). The orien-
tation histograms are also fast to compute. Figures 4a and 4b
show orientation histograms for the start and the end images
of sequence “GET.”
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Figure 5: Recognition rates for static signatures.
4.2. Static gesture recognition
The Euclidean distance is used as a measure of distance be-
tween diﬀerent orientation histograms.
The training stage of the static hand gesture recognition
algorithm consists in recording the mean orientation his-
togram in order to get a set of samples for each gesture within
the gesture alphabet. The new gesture orientation histogram
is computed and compared (using the Euclidean distance)
with all the histograms from the training set. The minimum
Euclidean distance gives the recognized static gesture.
The method was tested on a small hand gesture alpha-
bet, containing ten diﬀerent gestures in order to determine
its performance. Thirty-six sequences were used for the tests.
The local orientation histogram training set was computed
using the mean of three samples for each start and each end
image of the gestures in order to increase the robustness of
the recognition process.
Figure 5 shows the recognition rate for the static signa-
tures (start and end signatures) versus the number of training
sequences. The recognition rate remains between 77% and
100%. However, these errors consist always in some confu-
sions between diﬀerent start and stop image signatures. So,
in many cases, the dynamic gesture will be correctly delim-
ited. A higher number of training sequences lead to a higher
recognition rate.
5. DYNAMIC HANDGESTURE RECOGNITION
A dynamic gesture consists of a particular movement of the
hand which encapsulates a particular piece of information
(the gesture purpose is to transmit meaningful information).
The dynamic gestures are represented by a sequence of grey-
level images (typically between 40 or 50 images in our case).
5.1. Dynamic signature
The dynamic signature is the fusion of all the hand region




Figure 6: Skeleton extraction: (a) hand region (binary image),
(b) chamfer distance image (white corresponds to the greatest dis-
tance), (c) the skeleton obtained after connecting the centers of
maximal discs, and (d) the skeleton obtained after spurious hole
filling, pruning, and beautifying the previous skeleton.
A skeleton is a compact representation of an object (hand
region in our case). The desired properties of the skele-
ton are preserving the topology of the object (the same
number of connected components and the same number of
holes), robust against translation, rotation, and scaling, and
thin (no more than 2 pixels in width) [14]. The extraction
of the hand region skeleton is performed using a distance
transformation-based method: the chamfer distance trans-
formation [15]. The distance transformation is computed to
extract the median axis of the hand region (local maxima).
Then the resulting set is connected in order to preserve the
object topology. For more information on computing skele-
ton using chamfer distance, see [16]. Figure 6 shows the dif-
ferent steps to extract a hand region skeleton from a binary
image.
The dynamic signature is the binary image composed by
the superposition of all the skeletons calculated within the
dynamic sequence. It is used to capture the motion of the
gesture. Figure 7 shows examples of dynamic signatures for
“GET” and “SLOW” gestures.
We can see that on a dynamic signature the three stages
of a gesture [2] are very clearly illustrated: the preparation
(at the beginning of the gesture a lot of skeletons are over-
laid forming a thicker skeleton), the stroke (the skeletons are
apart because the hand movement is fast), and the resting
position (the skeletons are also overlaid).
This technique is very interesting because it summarizes
the entire gesture in a single binary image easy to analyze.
However, the gesture chronology is lost. We cannot deter-
mine which position is the starting position or the end one.
This drawback could be solved using the start and the end
static signatures introduced for the static gesture recognition
in Section 4.
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Figure 7: Dynamic signatures for (a) “GET” and (b) “SLOW” se-
quences.
The used technique requires that operator positions be
nearly always the same in the field of the camera. Dynamic
gesture recognition depends on the position of the gestrure
in the image. To improve the robustness of our method
against translation, we have determined the extreme-left
point and the extreme-low point of the superposed skele-
tons, and a normalization is carried out so that the super-
posed skeletons images have always the extreme-left point on
the same abscissa and the extreme-low point on the same or-
dinate.
If this technique limits the sensitivity to translation, the
proposed method remains sensitive to rotation. A certain in-
variance to rotation is obtained using in the training stage
diﬀerent representations in space of the same gesture (each
gesture is performed using diﬀerent angles and positions).
However, the gesture alphabet supposes that all the gestures
are performed with an almost similar angle position of the
arm.
5.2. Recognition process
The diagram of the dynamic gesture recognition system is
presented in Figure 2. For each gesture, the static (orienta-
tion histograms) and the dynamic (binary image of the su-
perposition of the hand postures skeletons) signatures are
computed.
The recognition process is performed by comparing the
obtained signatures with some references obtained from the
training stage. The static signature recognition is dealt with
as presented in Section 4. The comparison is performed on
binary images and used the Baddeley’s distance which is
less sensitive to object translation and rotation than the Eu-
clidean distance. This distance [17, 18] is defined as follows.
If S is a reference system (S ⊂ Z2) on which our images
are digitized, a binary image can be seen as a function fI :
S → {0, 1}. If the two images to be compared are I1 and I2,










∣∣dI1 (p)− dI2 (p)∣∣q
]1/q
, (2)
where N ×M is the total number of pixels from S, dIj (p) is
the distance from point p to the binary object contained in
the image I j with j = 1, 2, and q is an exponent controling
the weight of the distance magnitude. Here q is set to 2.
To compare two dynamic signatures, we have computed
Baddeley’s distance within the smallest frame containing the
skeletons. We can notice that Baddeley’s distance is an av-
erage measure. Hence, it is less sensitive than the Hausdorﬀ
distance to small and localized distortions.
In order to perform the classification step of the gesture
recognition process, a training set of features is computed.
For each gesture from the gesture alphabet, a set of sample
signatures is used. Instead of using the mean binary image of
the dynamic signatures as a training feature for each gesture
(which is irrelevant in the case of binary images), m sample
signatures are used.
In conclusion, the training set consists of m training se-
quences (dynamic signatures) for each hand gesture within
the gesture alphabet (see Figure 8). Using n gestures in the
gesture alphabet and havingm sets of example signatures for
each one, there are n×m sample signatures for the training
sequence.
5.3. Performance of the gesture recognition system
The hand gesture recognition system was tested on an alpha-
bet of 10 gestures representing robot commands (gestures:
whap-whap, behind, get, throw, left, right, slow, stop, turn,
and go). The gesture alphabet is shown in Figure 8.
Using a set of samples for each gesture varying from one
sample to six samples (for each gesture from the gesture al-
phabet, there is a set of sample signatures in the training set),
the recognition system performed very well and achieved a
high recognition rate (see below).
In Figure 9, the recognition rates for each dynamic signa-
ture are shown. Experiments have been performed with 40
gestures (10 diﬀerent gestures and 4 tests for each gesture).
A 100% recognition rate was achieved using 2 to 6 training
samples. Even using only one training sequence, the recogni-
tion rate was greater than 95%. Because the dynamic signa-
ture reflects the motion of the gesture, it is likely to be diﬀer-
ent for diﬀerent gestures.
5.4. Computation time
Finally, the proposed dynamic gesture recognition algorithm
consists in the computation of two types of signatures: the
static signatures (for the beginning and the ending of the ges-
ture) and the dynamic signature.
The static signatures are the local orientation histograms
for the start and the end images of the gesture. The computa-
tion of an orientation histogram is very fast and only requires
a conventional workstation in order to be performed in real
time. The image is only scanned once in order to compute the
gradient orientation of the pixels. The static gesture recogni-
tion using the orientation histograms can be performed in
real time [13].
In contrast, the dynamic signature requires the compu-
tation of the hand region skeleton, which is a computational
time-consuming algorithm and cannot be performed in real
time on a conventional workstation. The skeleton compu-
tation requires several analyses of the image pixels having a
polynomial computational complexity.






Figure 8: Dynamic alphabet of ten hand gestures: (a) whap-whap, (b) behind, (c) get, (d) throw, (e) left, (f) right, (g) slow, (h) stop, (i) turn,
and (j) go.
Actually, the proposed gesture recognition system is
working on a 2GHz Pentium 4CPU, equipped with a video
acquisition and processing system (Matrox card). The over-
all system allows to reach a 12 images per second processing
[19]. Some other experiments have been successfully realized
to control a robot in real time by using five gestures (stop,
forward, backward, left, and right).
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a gesture recognitionmethod
using both static signatures and an original dynamic signa-
ture.
The static signature, based on the method proposed by
Freeman and Roth (see Section 4.1) [13], uses the local ori-
entation histograms in order to classify the hand gestures.
It is a fast method due to the easiness of the orientation his-
togram computation, which works in real time on a work-
station and is also relatively robust to illumination changes.
This approach would not be appropriate to make inferences
about occluded data. A little training is required, the mean
orientation histograms are computed for a training set of a
minimum of three samples for each gesture within the ges-
ture alphabet. The current gesture orientation histogram is
compared with the training set.
The proposed dynamic gesture recognition algorithm is
an original one. Each gesture is represented by a sequence
of images. The dynamic signature used for the classification
is the superposition of all hand region skeletons for each im-
age within the sequence. It reflects the motion and the spatial
location of the gesture. For the gesture classification, only a
little training is required. For each gesture from the gesture
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Figure 9: Recognition rates for dynamic signatures.
alphabet, a set of sample signatures is computed. The algo-
rithm performed very well on a ten-gesture alphabet leading
to a recognition rate of 100% in simplified conditions (uni-
form background, limited alphabet) in order to facilitate the
hand region extraction. A general hand region segmentation
could be done by detecting the skin color in the hand gesture
images (skin detection algorithms [20])
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